Connect and share:

To ensure that you continue to hear about UCL news and events, and receive your new, exclusive alumni member offers, all you need to do is opt in.

While you're here...

While you are, you may also wish to explore our latest offers and events!

On the UCL Culture blog, escape room Gaming’s not all fun and games

Features an artistic response to the pandemic

Kevin in Florence:

Listen online >>

Kevin Berlin

Kevin, a UCL alumnus, is looking at this urgent issue from multiple angles.

Rather than returning to his native US, Kevin remained in Italy following the outbreak. Inspired by a trip to the grocery store during lockdown, the international artist created a performance art piece. Thisはどうでもいい「Moonwalk」.

The video expresses how the usually bustling, then empty, Piazza della Signoria felt like “another planet”. You don’t see the artist’s face deliberately – “this is a time for no face”.

As we all continue to adapt and respond to COVID-19, our latest podcast from BBC sounds.

Dr Julia Shaw (UCL PALS) and comedian Sofie Hagen dissect the criminal cases that shock, intrigue and scare us the most on this new podcast from BBC sounds.

What impact has COVID-19 had on education, culture and governance in Europe? Find out in European Perspectives on COVID-19.

As we all continue to adapt and respond to COVID-19, our latest podcast from BBC sounds.

Dr Julia Shaw (UCL PALS) and comedian Sofie Hagen dissect the criminal cases that shock, intrigue and scare us the most on this new podcast from BBC sounds.

UCL Coronavirus Response Fund

UCL experts are at the forefront of three UK Government-backed projects to provide a vaccine against COVID-19.

Hannah Deacon (FRS, FMedSci, PhD 2010), 2013 UCL Alumnus of the Year, and leading researcher at the GSK-UCL Vaccine Research Centre, is leading a team to develop a vaccine.

Professor Tomoyuki Kato (BSc 1982, MPhil 1985, FMedSci 2015), Director of the NIHR UCL Biomedical Research Centre for Infectious Diseases, and his team are working on developing another vaccine.

Deputy Director of Alumni Relations (interim)

Annie Thompson

Best wishes,

Annie

So many of you shared your personal experiences, useful advice, and messages of hope. Thank you Zachary Tan (LLM International Banking and Finance 2015): “Time is your best asset. Be careful how you spend it. What 2020 has shown us (so far) is that everything could be taken away so easily. Be kind. Pay it forward. Be generous with your time to those who need it. Find your purpose and pursue it relentlessly.”

If you’d like to share ideas and resources with the UCL community by submitting your own content for the UCL Alumni newsletter, please contact alumni@ucl.ac.uk.

More UCL alumni news

UCL Connect: Global Alumni Network

Our virtual event on 1 September, 12.15-1.30pm will take place online and allow alumni around the world to connect with each other in an informal session.

You can also read our latest alumni newsletter below.

While you’re here...

Visit the UCL Alumni website: www.ucl.ac.uk/alumni

Sign up here for UCL, your email communications.

By clicking this link you will unsubscribe from all future UCL fundraising and alumni communications.

For help or to change your preferences, please email opt in here.